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The Relationship of 
Video, Sound, & Captions



Objectives

1 2 3
What’s the role of captioning 
on driving brand KPI’s in a 
soundless environment? 

Unearth consumer video viewing 
behaviors around audio and 
captioning as well as their 
expectations and preferences

Understand the digital 
video and sound landscape 
and current advertiser practices



Sound on leads to increased 
ad attention & ad recall

2.4X
Higher attention to ads with full sound, 
compared to ads muted with captions

100%
Higher ad recall on platforms with full sound 
compared to those muted and with captions



Sound is important

74%

64%

Consumers agree sound 
is important when 
watching video

Advertisers agree sound is 
important in delivering 
their brand message



But, consumers aren’t listening

Sound-on Sound-off

85%

1st Party Data: 
Total Videos Viewed

Self Reported Actual Behavior

83% sound off 
on desktop

92% sound off 
on mobile

41% of consumers report 
having sound off while 
browsing on desktop

48% consumers report 
having sound off while 
browsing on mobile



Sound is circumstantial

1%

12%

19%

22%

28%

28%

29%

29%

31%

38%

Other

None of the above

I was commuting/on-the-go

Concerned about language/content

I was at work

I was multi-tasking

I was waiting in line or somewhere

Text/captions helped me understand the video

I didn't have headphones

I was in a quiet space

Top reasons for sound-off



69%

7 in 10 viewing videos with sound off are in 
a public place, with 24% in a public setting

Viewing Video Behavior:
Public Setting

Viewing Video Behavior: 
Private Setting

24%
sound off sound off



Video viewing is changing

agree captions are 
important because 
they watch videos 
without sound

of people who use 
captions aren’t deaf 
or hard of hearing

are more likely to 
watch an entire 
video when captions 
are available

80% 80% 50% 40%

expect videos ads 
to be captioned



Advertisers are taking action 
against sound off video viewing

61% 66%
Use close captions in 
digital video ads

66%
Use a persistent brand 
logo in digital video ads

Use open captions in 
digital video ads



We put it to the test

Desktop: News Site

Mobile: Newsroom 
App

3
2
1

In soundless mock
news environment

Video only

Video with
open captions

Video with
open captions
+ brand logo



Captions increased ad & 
brand recall on mobile in 
the first 6 seconds

8% lift
ad recall with captions

13% lift
aided brand linkage 
with captions



Increase ad memory quality

Open captions

Ad memory quality by ad format
(Recall of specific details)

Video only Video with
open captions

45% lift

Video only Video with
open captions

Open
captions

10% lift



Improve ad & brand perceptions

Relevant

Connects with me better than other brands

In sync with my beliefs and values

Innovative

For people like me

Entertaining

Believable

Stirred my emotions

Unique

Informative

Ad 
Attributes

Brand 
Attributes



Optimize ads with sound off

1 2
Design for sound off

Use visual cues, over-laid 
text, or open-captions

Utilize captions tactically for 
enhancing ad and brand recall, 
brand breakthrough  ad memory 
quality, and improving ad and 
brand attributes



Implications

Captions can provide an alternative to sound 
and are becoming expected

What was once thought as a service for people with 
disabilities now has a growing user base and also has 
implications for advertisers

Brands should implement best practices across content 
to reduce consumer friction and ultimately drive growth
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THANK YOU


